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                Kuhnke Valve Technology from Kendrion

For more than 50 years Kendrion Kuhnke Automation develops, produces and sells valve technology. Its experience as manufacturer of miniature pneumatics dates back to the beginning of the 1960s. As one of the inventors of miniature pneumatics Kendrion Kuhnke Automation distanced itself from the large-sized pneumatic components typical of those days and started developing customer-specific valves and complete valve manifolds as well as mechatronic valve systems.

Kuhnke valves are well-known for their high reliability, whether as solenoid valve for e. g. pressurized air or fluid isolation valve for e. g. dialysis fluids, as manually or mechanically actuated valve for oxygen or as proportional valve for dosing of potable water or gases. Kuhnke valves can be found wherever optimum performance must be put into restricted space. And this is true for small and even high flows.

Directly actuated 2/2- and 3/2-way solenoid valves in 10 mm, 15 mm or higher width are used in miscellaneous applications of medical technology, energy technology or laboratory automation.

Manually or mechanically actuated valves are designed for switch panel mounting.

Pneumatically actuated valves are switched by a pneumatic pulse and do not rely on a separate power supply.
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                    Adress: Unit 47, No.148, Sabz Building, South Jannat Abad, Tehran, Iran

E-Mail: info@vandaprocess.net

T/F: +98 21 22878900

                

                
                
                    
                        

    


                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                طراحي سايت و بهينه سازي توسط مبنا
                
            

        

    


                

            
        

        
        

    

    

   
